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Hello everybody,

Here is what I did recently-the site of the rugby school of Oloron in the Pyrenees Atlantiques
-labelled FFR 2006.

The site is comprehensive and permanently nourished by writers from the school who have
learnt how to use the site on this very occasion.You'll find photos and videos of matches and
trainings, a chat, forum and news of the school.

All this was done benevolently in a XOOPS spirit and so I transferred what this community sent
me.

A Home page flashing has been added.It can just be seen once a day-it can be parametrized-
and it works with a cookie,you can ask me the code if you like.

The menu and effect of the page layout come from xoops menu on Xoopsland (multiblack and
pagear). 

Thanks to the Rugby School for their friendly welcome and the work done to make this project
successful.

A presentation to the people and local Press is planned with entertainments in a cyber-
coffeeshop in town. I'll let you know precisely from here.
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